In the Foreword to his book of 1960, Linnik described decomposition of (probability) laws as "a field which in relation to mathematics employed lies between the theory of probability and the theory of functions of a complex variable", nowadays one would add "and of several complex variables." This field stands isolated from the mainstream of probability theory and is largely ignored. Thus it behooves us to be specific about its main concepts, problems, and representative results with their dates, in order to point out the evolution of the field before and after the crucial Linnik book which described its state as of 1960.
The law £ of a random variable X is described by its distribution or by its distribution function F or by its characteristic function/, all with same affixes if any. The set of all laws is metrized by the Levy metric d(F l9 F 2 ). If X = X x + X 2 is sum of independent random variables X x and X 2 , then its law £ = £j £2 is described by the convolution, or composition, F = F x * F 2 or by the product ƒ x f x f 2 . £ = ^£2 is "decomposable," or "factorizable," into "components" t x and £2 if neither t x nor £2 is degenerate. Decomposability is in fact if not in terminology a property of types of laws. P. Levy (1937) produced "indecomposable," i.e. nondecomposable nondegenerate laws. On the other hand there are "infinitely divisible" or "infinitely decomposable" laws, "i.d." laws for short: £ =* £" for every integer n > 0. They were introduced by de Finetti (1929) and the characteristic functions of those with finite second moments were described explicitly by Kolmogorov (1932) . The general form of i.d. characteristic functions was obtained by P. Levy (1934) as a consequence of his exhaustive sample analysis of decomposable processes, i.e. of processes with independent increments. Hincin (1937) gave a direct purely analytical proof of it: ƒ is i.d. iff ƒ * e* with tj> =• = (a, ^) given by
where a G R, ¥ is a nondecreasing function of bounded variation, and h(x 9 1) « [e ixt -1 --SL. J L±JE! (= -| at x = 0-by continuity).
The factorization idea and the superficial resemblance of indecomposable laws to prime numbers led to naming the field "Arithmetic of laws," a name which is fast disappearing. At present, decomposition theory abounds in counterexamples to every similarity to arithmetic and to offhand conjectures. It contains a large number of examples of decomposition properties of specific laws and of more or less restrictive classes of laws, but only a few relatively general results.
One may distinguish several kinds of results. I. The celebrated Lévy-Cramér theorem and its consequences. Its seminal role, the importance of normal laws in Probability and Statistics and its use in extending the usual normal limit theorems, ought to lead to the inclusion of the theorem and of its consequences into Probability theory. II. Hincin's fundamental decomposition theorem and various indecomposability examples, most of which require only the analytical apparatus of a graduate probability course, may interest probability students. III. Properties of laws with no indecomposable components, or "/ 0 -laws", which require delicate and intricate investigations of analytic characteristic functions and, especially, of entire ones. IV. Generalizations to the multidimensional case and more abstract spaces as well as to "a-factorizations." The total impression about the state of the theory is somewhat disturbing. The ingenuity and power of the methods and the great wealth of results still leave the basic problem unsolved: Find applicable general criteria so that, given a law one can find all its components, and, in particular, find whether it is an indecomposable or an 7 0 -law. It is hoped that the Linnik-Ostrovskiï book will serve as a catalyst for further search in this direction.
The untimely death of Linnik was a great loss for mathematics and for those who knew him. A similar idea entered mathematics in a different way and beginners sometimes confuse it with the idea of a basis. In abstract terms, a set {<p"} of elements of a Banach space is called total if every element of the space can be represented as the limit of a sequence of finite linear combinations of the <p H , i.e. as lim Ar^00 2fa(/:, N)<p k rather than as lim iV^00 2fa(^)<p /fc . This is the
